YOUR REPORT
Now we know you’d rather be a Collateral Master
– over a Collateral Manager. We’re here to make collateral
management work for you.

Cost
Your current situation

Outsourcing enables firms to
remove the process from their
work, allowing them to deploy
fewer resources to focus on
the exceptions an outsourcer
provides. Unfortunately, this
comes at a significant cost.

Reduce Cost
with CloudMargin
Your estimated cost
savings would be up to

70%

CloudMargin is a single-instance
platform deployed on the cloud.
Hosting cost efficiencies, and
a focus on the maintenance
and improvement of a single
instance of the service, result
in current and future cost
efficiencies that no other vendor
can offer. We pass these savings
on to our clients so they can
reduce costs.

Risk
Reduce Risk
with CloudMargin

Your current situation
Outsourcing can significantly
increase operational risk
for firms. Many outsourcing
providers rely on legacy
technology, inviting delivery
risk, whilst a lack of STP can
invite processing risk and
potential for human error
and mismanagement.

Your current
estimated risk profile

High

With CloudMargin, you have
full control of the process,
rules and tolerances you set
for automation, and complete
transparency of process and
exceptions, allowing a significant
reduction in operational risk.
AWS-deployed, modern
microservices technology
significantly reduces service
delivery risk.

Efficiency
Your current situation

An inefficient back and forth
means the exceptions an
outsourcer provides can be
difficult and slow to resolve.
Many servicers provide
limited reporting offerings so
transparency is hard to obtain,
and a lack of automation
can result in late-in-the-day
funding certainty.

Increase collateral
efficiency with CloudMargin
Your estimated
increase in efficiency

25%

A fully automated margin call
workflow utilising our embedded
AcadiaSoft MarginManager
connectivity allows you
to set rules and tolerances
so movements are agreed
automatically first thing in
the morning, according to the
optimisation profile you set.
Full transparency is provided
by an exceptions management
workflow, a flexible reporting
suite and a real-time
settlement dashboard.

Discuss your report in more detail with one of our experts.

SCHEDULE CALL

